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Abstract— Energy harvesting is an attractive alternative to
carrying onboard power for mobile robots, especially for long
duration missions. While solar is a powerful option, alternatives
are needed for situations where direct sunlight is unavailable.
One intriguing concept was proposed in the 17th century to
power clocks: energy harvesting based on temporal, rather
than spatial, temperature gradients, using a low boiling point
fluid that vaporizes at ambient temperatures. This concept
has many strengths: it offers all-in-one energy harvesting and
storage; it has direct high-power mechanical output, eliminating
the need for a motor; and temporal gradients are ubiquitous,
due to diurnal thermal fluctuations. The challenge for robotic
applications, however, is to create large enough amounts of
work in a small enough package to power a mobile device while
using a non-toxic and readily available fluid. Here we present
a simple, low-cost energy harvesting actuator, powered by the
vaporization of butane and iso-butane, with an isobaric energy
density of up to 38000 J/m3 (i.e. energy extracted per total
volume expansion) each time the temperature fluctuates 13.1° C,
enough to power a small car to drive 10 m. Two principles
enable this: i) precompression of the working fluid, allowing
us to tune the boiling point and choose among many non-toxic
fluids that do more work than non-compressed fluids; and ii)
a constant force profile of the return springs, allowing more
work than a linear spring. We present a simple model of the
actuator and experimental results characterizing its behavior.
Our work lays the foundation for energy harvesting across
temporal temperature gradients using vaporization as a viable
option for powering mobile robots.

I. INTRODUCTION
Long term robotic missions including exploration and
sensing require renewable energy sources, because it is
impractical to carry the required fuel or batteries. Renewable
sources such as wind [1] and solar [2] can be used, but
they are limited to environments with direct sunlight or
air flow. A promising alternative energy source for shaded
environments such as urban centers, forests, and Martian dust
storms, is thermal energy. Temporal temperature gradients
are as ubiquitous as night and day, and are available in many
environments.
Several previous studies have been able to harvest energy from daily temperature fluctuations using a variety of
mechanisms. Some of the earliest examples are “perpetual
motion” clocks such as Cornelius Drebbel’s 17th centrury
“perpetuum mobile,” which led to Jean-Leon Reutter’s 19th
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Fig. 1. Expansion and compression cycle of the actuator and spring system.
1 is the rolling diaphragm actuator, 2 is a constant force spring, and 3 is
a mass weighing 22 N. (A) The loaded system at 5.5◦ C. (B) The loaded
system at 20◦ C; a stroke of 10 cm was achieved. (C) The unloaded system
still at 20◦ C. (D) The unloaded system again at 5.5◦ C, now compressed
under the force exerted by the spring. Overall, 2.2 J of work was done by
the cycle.

century “Atmos clock” [3]. The Atmos clock uses the expansion and contraction of vaporizing ethyl chloride in a
sealed mechanical bellow over small variations in ambient
temperature to wind a clock. Other modern methods have
explored thermal resonance [4], pyroelectricity [5], solid to
liquid phase transitions [6] and more [7], [8]. However, few
modern studies have used liquid to gas phase transitions
for energy harvesting like the Atmos clock due to the high
pressures and volume changes involved [8].
Vaporization is promising for providing both an energy
source and direct mechanical power to small robots because
of its high pressure and volume change. Liquid-vapor phase
transitions have been utilized in several studies to create
mechanical actuation, however they are generally very inefficient [9]. If however, the actuator itself harvests energy
from the environment, this is less of an issue. A study by Ali
et al [10] explored this idea for energy harvesting, using a
similar mechanism as the Atmos clock to load a spring, but it
was immobile and used hard to source materials such as ethyl
chloride. The advantage of using vaporization as an energy
harvesting method is that it combines the role of energy
harvester, storage device (i.e. a type of steam accumulator),
and mechanical actuator into one mechanism. Energy is
absorbed as the fluid boils, stored in the latent heat of the
vapor and liquid mixture, and spent as mechanical work
when needed. For comparison, a conventional pneumatic
device would require a power source, compressor, valves,
and pneumatic actuator to do the same tasks. The challenge,
however, is to realize this concept in an actuator that can

power a mobile robot while in a form factor that can be
carried on board.
To address this challenge, the primary contribution of this
work is an actuator capable of powering a mobile robot
(here, a simple car) by harvesting energy from temporal
temperature gradients by using readily available, inexpensive,
non-toxic working fluids. We realize this with two principles:
precompressing the working fluid, and using a constant
force return spring. Precompression allows the boiling point
of the working fluid to be tuned to a given environment,
maximizing the energy absorbed for a small temperature
fluctuation, while allowing us to choose any working fluid
that has a boiling point below our target temperature range.
The constant force return spring allows us to theoretically
harness up to twice the energy of a system using linear
springs. This allows us to extract up to 0.038 J/ml of vaporized butane fuel over a 13.1 ◦C temperature change for an
isobaric cycle. What follows is a a brief analytical model and
description of our design, an experimental characterization of
its properties, and a demonstration of its potential for use in
energy harvesting robots by powering a prototype wheeled
vehicle 10 m over a 16 ◦C temperature change.
II. W ORKING T HEORY
This section describes the thermodynamics governing the
behavior of our device.
A. Cycle Work
The amount of work done by a gas is given by the
expression:
Z
W=
V

Pg dV

(1)

where Pg is the absolute pressure of the gas and dV is the
change in volume. Expansion occurs when the pressure of the
gas exceeds the applied pressure Pex , and compression occurs
if the applied pressure exceeds the pressure of the gas. The
applied pressure can be decomposed into the atmospheric
pressure Patm , the restoring element (e.g., preload spring) Ps ,
and the load Pl . Patm and Ps can be combined to form an
effective atmosphere term Pea , such that
Pex = Patm + Ps + Pl = Pea + Pl .

(2)

Expansion work is maximized if it is done at constant
pressure at the highest pressure achievable by the gas. For
the vaporization of a volatile liquid at constant pressure,
the following expression gives the maximum possible work
done.
nRT
= nRT,
(3)
W = P(V f −Vi ) ≈ P
P
where V f and Vi are the final and initial volumes respectively,
n is the moles of liquid evaporated, R is the ideal gas
constant, and T is the absolute temperature at the end of the
expansion. The terms to the right of the approximation were
written by assuming that the evaporated gas behaves ideally
and that the initial liquid volume is small in comparison to
the final gaseous volume.

Not all the work, however, goes toward moving the load; a
large portion of it goes towards moving the atmosphere and
restoring elements, which allows the system to cycle back
to its initial volume once sufficient cooling has occurred.
For mechanical simplicity, the cycle chosen for analysis is
a constant pressure cycle. Energy is harvested during the
expansion. Using the small initial volume assumption, the
net work (i.e., the work that goes into the load) evolved
during the cycling is
W = nRT

Pl
.
Pea + Pl

(4)

B. Maximizing Work Output
Increasing T and/or n increases the work done in the cycle.
A higher T results in a greater pressure difference between
the hot and cold states because of two related effects:
increased evaporation (i.e. greater n) and more energetic gas
molecules. As a result, more work can be done. In many
temporal systems, however, it is not possible to increase
the maximum temperature of the system; thus, n must be
improved. In general, selecting a fluid of a lower boiling
point allows for greater evaporation at a given temperature,
because the vapor pressure of a fluid increases nearly exponentially after the boiling point (see Fig. 2).
Table I provides some working fluid properties and calculations for an ideal system that operates between 10 and
20◦ C. Italicized fluids are ones that could be found at a local
hardware store (note that butane is often mixed with isobutane). The column on the far right gives the energy density
of the working fluids, which is equivalent to the pressure
difference between the hot and cold states. From the table
it can be seen that an energy harvesting system, that uses
butane will ideally do about 1.5 times more work than a
system that uses ethyl chloride for a given volume change,
and a system that uses iso-butane will ideally do more than
2.2 times more work.
C. Non-Idealities
Two sources of non-idealities are discussed in this section:
residual air and mixed working fluids. Residual air is the
gas inside the system that does not come from the working
fluid. As long as the overall pressure is low and the residual
air is non-interacting, it can be reasonably assumed that it
behaves ideally; thus, its presence leads to pressure drops
during expansion and pressure increases during compression.
Mixed working fluids are working fluids that contain two
or more chemicals. Such fluids are encountered if the fluids
are non-laboratory grade, such as butane fuel (usually a
mixture of iso-butane and butane). If the two components are
sufficiently non-interacting, as in the case of iso-butane and
butane, then it can be assumed that the fluid behaves ideally
[11]. The vapor pressure of an ideal mixture is described by
combining Raoult’s law with Dalton’s law of partial pressure,
which yield a relationship stating that the pressure exerted
by the fluid’s vapor, Pf is
Pf = ∑ χi Pi ,

(5)
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Fig. 2. Plot of the vapor pressure of butane [13], iso-butane [13], and
ethyl chloride [16]. The dashed portion of the ethyl chloride line is outside
the range of the Antoine Equation. The dashed black line is atmospheric
pressure at sea level.

where χi is the mole fraction of the i component of the fluid
and Pi is its vapor pressure [12]. It is important to note that
the composition of the fluid changes during expansion and
compression. In a closed non-reacting system the total moles,
ni,total , of a chemical remains constant. This can be described
by
ni
V
ni,total =
Pi
+ ni ,
(6)
∑ ni RT
V
is
where ni is the molar amount of i in the liquid and ∑nni i Pi RT
the amount of i in the gas. If only a small amount of liquid
is vaporized or condensed, as is the case for the systems
described in Sec. IV, then the change in fluid composition
and vapor pressure is small during the cycle.

III. D ESIGN
A. Energy Harvesting Actuator
The energy harvesting actuator consists of a pneumatic
piston filled with butane fuel, and a constant force return
spring. As the butane heats and expands, it drives the
actuator. As it cools, the spring returns it to a compressed
state.
The prototype pneumatic actuator consists of a thin, flexible, rolling diaphragm, a rigid outer cylinder, and a rigid
piston as in Fig. 3. The rolling diaphragm is made from thin
lay-flat polyethylene tubing; the casing and piston is made
with polypropylene. All three components were chosen for
their low cost and compatibility with butane fuel. The butane
(Bernzomatic) comes from a canister for refueling lighters.
As the butane expands, it pressurizes the bladder, forcing the
piston out of the cylinder. This rolling diaphragm method was
chosen over a traditional pneumatic piston or metal bellow,
because of its low cost, low stiction, and low to no leak
rate. The 65.7 N constant force spring is mounted below
the actuator, and connected to the piston by spectra fishing
line such that it extends as the actuator expands (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The energy harvesting actuator shown in its compressed state on
the left, and expanded state on the right. As the butane (in red) vaporizes,
it drives the piston up, extending the constant force spring.

The diameter of the piston is 30.3 mm with room for 10 cm
of travel. The overall height and width of the compressed
actuator (without spring) are 20 cm and 4 cm respectively,
and its weight is 225 grams.
B. Prototype Energy Harvesting Wheeled Vehicle
To demonstrate a potential application of the phase change
actuator, it was implemented in a simple wheeled vehicle.
The car features a frame of carbon fiber rods with 3D printed
polylactic acid (PLA) braces on which the energy harvester
as described in Sec. III-A, a gear reduction, and wheels
are mounted (see Figures 4 and 8). The actuator piston is
attached at one end of the frame, with the return spring at the
other, connected by spectra fishing line to a pulley between
them, such that as the piston expands, it pulls on the 65.7
N constant force spring. A 160 tooth timing belt pulley with
a one way bearing is also attached to the pulley, such that
it rotates as the piston expands, but does not as it contracts.
The pulley is connected to a 10 tooth pulley on the drive
axle, connected to 12 cm diameter drive wheels. As such,
the car ideally drives 302 cm for every cm that the piston
expands. The car’s length is 50 cm, and its height is 14 cm.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Actuator Characterization: Pressure-Volume Data
The relationship between pressure, temperature, and time
was experimentally characterized to evaluate the effectiveness of the actuator’s thermal cycle.
The piston was tested on a mechanical test stand with
manually controlled displacement. The high temperature of
the piston was controlled by exposing the piston to ambient
air (26.9 ◦C), and its low temperature was achieved by
submerging the piston in a manually controlled ice water
bath of 13.8 ◦C. The piston was loaded with commercially
available butane fuel, which contains both iso-butane and nbutane. To simulate quasi-static displacement, the actuator
was allowed to expand to a known displacement and then

TABLE I
W ORKING F LUID P ROPERTIES AND C ALCULATIONS

Fluid
Propane[13]
Ammonia [13]
R134A[14][15]
Iso-Butane [13]
Butane [13]
Neopentane [13]
Ethyl Chloride [16]

B.P. [◦C]
-42.11
-33.33
-26.3
-11.75
-0.49
9.5
12.3

P(10◦C) [bar]
6.37
6.15
4.15
2.21
1.49
1.03
0.93

P(20◦C) [bar]
8.37
8.57
5.72
3.02
2.08
1.46
1.35

J/m3
200000
240000
160000
82000
59000
43000
42000
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the wheeled vehicle powered by the energy harvesting
actuator.

the motion was stopped to allow the pressure to settle. The
resulting pressure and force data are plotted in Figures 5 and
6, respectively. The total amount of possible work enclosed
in Figures 5 and 6 are 5.0 and 4.9 J, respectively.
The experimental data in Fig. 5 was compared to a fitted
model. An estimate for the composition of the fluid was
obtained by solving for the mole fraction of iso-butane at
the point of maximum expansion (χiso = 0.32). The upper
and lower models account for the thermometer’s uncertainty
(1.0 K). Most importantly, the model accounts for the approximately 11 ml of residual air between the pressure sensor
and the actuator. This explains the curvature seen in the
experimental data; without the residual air, the system would
be close to isobaric. Additionally, it reduces the maximum
constant load that the actuator can move through a given
stroke. For example, the optimal isobaric cycle that can be
constructed for this system could only do 2.3 J over a stroke
of 5.8 cm. Therefore, for constant load applications, it is
essential to remove residual air if possible work is to be
maximized. Note, however, that the total possible work done
by a system with residual air and one without is similar
as long as the absolute temperature of the cold and hot
states are close. For example, the work done by the nominal
theoretical model with residual air is 5.7 and without it and
under isobaric conditions is also 5.7.
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Fig. 5. The actuator’s Pressure-Volume Diagram. The error bars come from
the the uncertainty (∼6.9 kPa) in the pressure sensor used. The experimental
data was compared to fitted theoretical models.

Fig. 6 compares the experimentally measured force with
the force predicted by the pressure measurements. As expected, the total possible work done by the actuator (4.9 J) is
lower than the work predicted by the pressure measurements
(5.0 J). The similarity in values suggests low hysteresis and
friction in the actuator. Greater losses are expected in the
actuator in non-quasi static cases as viscous effects become
important.
B. Power Analysis
The amount of power that an actuator can deliver is an
important parameter for many applications.
To measure the power of the actuator, the actuator was
allowed to freely expand and lift a weight of 120 N in a
setup similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. Instead of a spring,
a weight of 92 N was used as the restoring element; thus,
the actuator does work on a load of 120 N − 92 N = 28 N.
Power was calculated by multiplying the load with velocity.
The position of the load was determined with a camera and
the velocity was determined by taking the numerical time
derivative of position. Fig. 7 shows how the pressure, power,
and displacement varies with time. A maximum velocity of
5.6 mm/s was measured, resulting in a maximum power of
approximately 160 mW. Maximum power is delivered early
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Fig. 8. Photo of the wheeled vehicle powered by the energy harvesting
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Pressure, power, and displacement during the power test.

during the expansion phase, because residual air results in
greater pressures at the beginning of the stroke.
C. Actuator Characterization: Full System Test
The entire energy harvesting actuator with a constant force
return spring was tested with a mass lifting experiment. The
setup is the same as the one shown in Fig. 1. The warm and
cold bath temperatures were 20.0 ◦C and 5.5 ◦C, respectively,
and the load added during expansion was 22 N, while the
added load under compression was zero.
The work done by the phase change actuator on the weight
was 2.2 J, giving an energy density of 0.030 J/ml.
D. Example Application: Wheeled Vehicle
The wheeled vehicle, as described in Sec. III-B and shown
in Fig. 8 was able to travel about 10 m by harvesting thermal
energy from a 16 ◦C temperature change by moving from a
4 ◦C environment to a 20 ◦C smooth floored hallway.

While fluids such as neopentane and ethyl chloride have
convenient boiling points at around 10◦ C, they are not ideal
chemicals for harvesting diurnal energy harvesting. These
chemicals are slightly toxic and not readily available. Here
we show that the boiling point of the working fluid can be
tuned through compression. This opens up the design space
to many commonly available fluids. Additionally, low boiling
points have greater energy densities (see Table I and Sec.
V-B). As an added benefit, fluids such as butane, R134A,
and propane all have lower toxicity than ethyl chloride
and neopentane [17] (although none of these chemicals is
completely hazard free).
B. Energy Density Values
One way to characterize performance of an energy harvester or storage device is its energy density and specific
energy. The actuator tested in Sec. IV-A produced maximum
possible work of 4.9 J over a total expansion of 62 ml, giving
a maximum energy density of 0.079 J/ml, and for the optimal
isobaric case, an energy density of 0.038 J/ml. Note that
energy density for a system without residual air should be
close to 0.079 J/ml (see Sec. IV-A). Greater energy densities
are achievable with other working fluids.
For example, propane in an energy harvesting system
operating between 10 and 20◦ C, has an approximate energy
density of about 0.20 J/ml and a specific energy of about 13
J/g. In comparison, a lead acid battery has an energy density
between 126 and 144 J/g and a specific energy between 288
and 324 J/ml [18]. Unlike the lead acid battery, a gas phase
change system can regenerate its energy and does not require
additional actuators. Liquid to gas phase transitions may be
attractive in cases where there are no volume constraints.
C. Potential Robotic Applications
The demonstrated car traveled about 10 meters. It is
reasonable to believe that an optimized design would have
traveled a much further distance, or a similar distance over
more challenging terrain. An interesting case study is a small
martian rover. Before Opportunity’s demise due to a possible
low power event caused by a dust storm, it had traveled
45.16 km over 5111 martian days, an average of 8.8 m a
day [19]. Temperature measurements between sols 45 and

65 show an average diurnal variation between 185 K and
260 K [20]. An ideal 1 L sublimation of carbon dioxide at
that temperature range would produce about 2400 J of usable
work according to the ideal gas model in Sec. 4 and require
about 48 g of dry ice. This energy could be used to quickly
charge batteries after a dust storm to power communication
equipment.
D. Energy Harvesting Applications
Another interesting comparison, is with solar panels. In
general solar panels perform very well in direct sunlight,
even in northern latitudes. For example, the area around New
York City can expect an average solar energy production of
4.3-4.5 kWh/m2 /day [21], which is roughly a factor of 77
more energy than the ideal 1m3 expansion that propane could
produce. However, the performance of solar panels decline
significantly in shaded conditions, especially in partial shade
[22]. Urban environments have significant shading. A recent
analysis of New York City, found that most Manhattan
neighborhoods were covered in shadows for more than half
the day [23]; thus, it is reasonable to estimate that the solar
production resources in many areas of a city are cut by half.
Furthermore, gas expanding devices can take advantage of
the vertical axis. After accounting for these factors, then a
gas expanding system might be competitive. For example,
assuming sufficient daily heat transfer, a system expanding
10 cubic meters of propane on a 1 square meter footprint
operating between 10 and 20 ◦C could produce about 0.56
kWh of energy in a shaded area. For comparison, a solar
panel operating in an area with half the normal sunlight
would produce around 2.22 kWh of energy. Phase change
systems can be placed in underutilized spaces where solar
power performs poorly such as alley ways, allowing for those
spaces to take advantage of the sun’s energy.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This work introduces an energy harvesting actuator for
mobile robots that uses vaporization of a working fluid to pull
energy from temporal temperature gradients. Critically, we
demonstrate that pre-compressing the working fluid enables
cheap, common, low boiling point fluids to be easily used
in this application. A prototype actuator powered by butane
was constructed and able to produce a maximum work of
4.9 J and energy density of up to 0.085 J/ml, and it has a
maximum isobaric work of 2.3 J and energy density of 0.38
J/ml The utility of such a system was demonstrated with a
wheeled vehicle that traveled about 10 m. Future work will
investigate other common low boiling point liquids, theorized
to give even higher energy densities, and will seek to improve
the efficiency of the actuator while better understanding the
complex heat transfer of such systems.
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